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Stock#: 69822
Map Maker: Hondius

Date: 1611 circa (1907)
Place: Amsterdam (New York City)
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG
Size: 98 x 62 inches

Price: $ 9,500.00

Description:

"All men are as grass and all their glory as flowers of the field. The wages of sin is death."
Edward Luther Stevenson's Personal Facsimile of One of the Greatest Dutch World Maps Ever
Made.

A fantastic facsimile of the Jodocus Hondius (or Jodocus Hondius II) 20-sheet world map, first published in
Amsterdam circa 1611, celebrating the discovery of the the earliest known surviving example of the map
in 1901 by Joseph Fischer.

The present map is a 1907 photographic facsimile of the 1618 edition of Hondius's 20-sheet map of the
world, which had been discovered in a private castle library at Schloss Wolfegg in 1901.  This
photographic image was commissioned by the American Geographical Society and The Hispanic Society of
America, under the supervision of American map scholar Edward Luther Stevenson.  The printing of the
image was was overseen by the well regarded American photographer Edward Bierstadt, shortly before
Bierstadt's death in June 1906.  The map was accompanied by a 19-page monograph, published in 1907.

The original 1611 Hondius map does not survive in any known examples. The earliest surviving example of
the map is this 1618 state, which is known in a single example (illustrated here).  A second surviving
example, issued by Henricus Hondius in 1634, is known to survive in the collection of the Bibliotheque
National de France.  A third example is recorded, dated 1627, but is known to have been destroyed in
1906 during the San Francisco earthquake and ensuing fire.
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Published by one of the two great cartographic publishing houses of the Golden Age of Dutch Cartography,
20-sheet Hondius World map is one of the great triumphs of the Hondius firm.  It has been described by
Ronald Shirley as "an outstanding masterpiece of cartographical engraving which may be considered to
surpass even those wall maps of Blaeu (1605), Plancius (1607), and even Jodocus Hondius' own
predecessor map of 1608 on Mercator's projection."

Because of the date of publication on the eve of Jodocus Hondius the Elder's death, there is some
ambiguity surrounding the authorship of the map. Shirley notes that  "Jodocus Hondius senior died in 1612
and it cannot be positively established whether the original map was by him or by his elder son of the
same name."

The map is a supreme example of the mapmaker's art at a moment in time where wall maps were
becoming an important part of the home and office decor of the European mercantile elite and aristocratic
classes, comprising symbols of worldliness and curiosity during a moment in time when so much of the
personal and state wealth accumulated in Western Europe was tied directly to overseas exploration and
commerce.  

Hondius's map benefits from the greatly expanding world view available to mapmakers of the early 17th
Century, as a better understanding of viable trade routes to Southeast Asia came into view and exploration
to the west began to focus on the importance of finding the shortest routes across the Atlantic Ocean and
on to the riches of China and the Orient on the western shores of the Pacific Ocean. 

Shirley says of the North American cartography: "In North America, Hondius has used the occasion to
expound current theories postulating a vast inland sea west of present-day Virginia." This was in fact the
early John Smith mapping of Virginia, which Jodocus Hondius had seen from Henry Hudson in 1608.  The
present map provides for the first time one of the most remarkable and short-lived theories of a direct
route to the Pacific, an idea explored briefly by famed explorer John Smith and thereafter by Henry
Hudson, consisting of a direct water course across North America  immediately to the north of the Virginia
Colony.  The passage is meticulously described in this wall map by Hondius, by far the most elaborate
depiction of Smith's theory.

In addition, the map includes information from Weymouth's expedition to Maine, Smith's early exploration
of Virginia recounted in 1608, the 1609 Hudson voyage to Nova Zemblaya.
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Another feature, which would be unique to this state of the map, is the inclusion of Schouten and Le
Maire's 1617 discovery  of a second passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific, to the south of the Straits of
Magellan.

One of the most striking aspects of the map is its inclusion, in the upper-left quadrant, of a momento
mori cartouche with death's own coat of arms. The text, in Latin, are the Biblical phrases: Peter 1:24 "All
men are as grass and all their glory as flowers of the field." and Romans 6:23 "For the wages of sin is
death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord." The cartouche takes on
particularly poignance when it is considered that the map was made in the final year of Jodocus Hondius's
life.

The present example of the map comes with a 19-page pamphlet edited by Edward Luther Stevenson and
Joseph Fisher, published in 1907, which describes the production of the facsimile map:

The photographic negatives of the map, made in Feldkirch by the photographer Alois Gnädinger
under the direction of Professor Gottfried Richen, S.J., were sent to Mr. Edward Bierstadt, New York
City, and in his establishment, which is distinguished for the excellence of its work, the map has
been artistically reproduced, faithful to the original in every detail. The printing of the map and of
the descriptive text has been under the supervision of Professor Stevenson. The expense of the
undertaking is jointly carried by The American Geographical Society and The Hispanic Society of
America.

Rarity

The Stevenson-Bierstadt facsimile is a remarkable and rare artifact its time.

We note no examples on the market in dealer or auction catalogs recorded in RBH since 1938.  The last
example at auction was offered by Anderson Galleries in 1920.  An example of the map was offered by
Maggs Brothers in 1929 (Catalog 526, Item 369, offered for 42 GBP).

Detailed Condition:
Dissected and laid on original linen. Small wholes at the top where there were previously metal grommets
for hanging.


